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Woody loves words. Look at the words 
and then write them on the lines.
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PHOTOCOPIABLE

1.  Words starting with ‘s’: 

  

  

2.  Long words (with more than 8 letters):  

  

  

3.  Words made from 2 words:  

  

  

WoodyWoody

Likes: flying very high, fruit

Dislikes: swimming in the sea,  vegetables

Woody

shower
weekend 
vegetable 
square  

armchair  
difference 

story 
beautiful 
bookshop 
sentence 

Wednesday 
homework

Now check how fast you are!2

1. How quickly can you say Woody’s 12 words?  

2. How quickly can you write Woody’s long words in the order of the alphabet (A-Z)?

3. How quickly can you say Woody’s four long words?
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A1 Movers 

Read the sentences about the books. Write the topics of the books in the boxes.

Find a book. Write answers to the questions.
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WoodyWoody

Example You can find pictures and texts about 
unusual plants in Woody’s thin, green book.  

1.  When she opens her big purple book, she sees 
fantastic photos of animals.  

2.  Inside that fat orange book, Woody can learn 
about different sports.

3.  On the pages of her thin red book, there are 
exciting things about movies.

4.  Woody laughs at the funny stories when she 
reads her big red book.

5.  After reading her big blue book, Woody 
dreams of travelling to exciting places.

1.  What colour is the outside of your book?   

2. How many pages are there inside?    

3.  Is it funny? Exciting?    

 

4.  What’s it about?   

5.  Are there pictures?   

plants



Answer Key
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1. Words starting with ‘s’: shower, square, story, sentence
2. Words with more than 8 letters:  vegetable, difference, beautiful, Wednesday
3. Words made from 2 words:  weekend, armchair, bookshop, homework

Student’s own answers

Student’s own answers
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plants

sports

(funny) stories

places

movies

animals


